Mileage+

Mileage capture & audit

Our award winning service is designed to cut fuel costs, reduce
administration and provide invaluable information about your fleet.

How does it work?
In a nutshell, we reduce your fuel bills by accurately recording and auditing your employees’
business mileage and fuel expenditure.
This is how it works:
1

 rivers log their mileage on the go with
D
our app, Mileage Track, or they can log
it via our easy to use online system.
If you use telematics, we can set up a
feed to automatically take the mileage
information from the vehicle’s telematics

2 W
 e audit every business journey to check
the mileage and ensure compliance with
HMRC and your policy.

4 S
 hould there be any anomalies, our
friendly customer services team will
contact the driver directly to get more
information.
5 A
 t the end of each month, drivers
submit their final odometer reading so
we can calculate the private/business
mileage split. From this we provide a
payroll file, highlighting any private
mileage deductions or business mileage
reimbursements to apply, using HMRC
Advisory Rates or Actual Cost.

3 W
 e also take in any fuel/charging data.
Drivers can upload their fuel receipts
and we can take a direct feed from
6 Our interactive online dashboard
OCCP enabled charge points and fuel/
charge card providers. TMC check every
consolidates all the mileage and fuel
transaction to ensure accuracy, identify
data to provide a number of reports,
any potential misuse and check that spend
and provides true cost and carbon
is in line with policy.
reporting for each vehicle and driver.
Giving your business greater visibility of
your fleet and drivers.

On average, TMC customers
reduce their fuel bills by 15.4%

The benefits
Reduces fuel costs

Greater visibility over your fleet

Reduces administration times

Improved compliance

Deterrent against false claims

Accurate audited mileage

Cuts carbon emissions

Suited to all driver types

Mobile app
We’ve made drivers’ lives even easier with our app
‘Mileage Track’, which tracks journeys and loads them
directly into the mileage capture system.
With no need to connect to a PC, and with the ability to
upload fuel receipts by taking a photo through the device’s
camera, logging mileage couldn’t be easier for your drivers.
Our new Auto Track functionality takes mileage recording
to another level by automatically recording journeys without
driver intervention and loading them instantly onto the
driver’s TMC account.
With Mileage Track+ you get the additional benefit of driver
behaviour monitoring.
Capturing data from the device’s in-built accelerometer,
gyroscope and GPS to report on a driver’s:
	Speeding

	Cornering

	Acceleration

	Phone interaction

	Braking

(excluding Bluetooth calls)

Each journey is scored out of 100 and then a weighted average is created from all the
individual trips.
Mileage Track+ is the ideal solution for ensuring the safety and wellbeing of your drivers
is monitored whilst on the go. No hardware required.

Reporting
We hold so much valuable data about
your vehicles, journeys made, miles driven,
fuel spend and consumption, that we put
the data to good use and produce a range
of management reports each month that
you can use to steer your fleet strategy.
This data can be used by you to future
proof your fleet, for example it will
enable us to recommend EV deployment
strategies, and analyse whether a move
over to electric vehicles could benefit
your fleet.
We also provide full reporting for business
CO2 and NOx outputs based on regulations
in each EMEA market place, so if you are
affected by the Energy Savings Opportunity

Scheme (ESOS), then we can help you
identify opportunities to make improvements.
Our service covers all driver profiles,
from company car drivers, to LCV fleets
and grey fleet drivers.

Fuel & EV card
We work with a variety of card providers, and can help you select the right fuel /charge card
to suit your needs – whether that be coverage, discounted fuel , public electric charging or
maximising rebates. We can help you with global, regional or national fuel card strategies.

For more information on how TMC can help you,
please don’t hesitate to get in touch. You can reach us on:
t: +44 (0) 1270 525 218 e: reply@tmc.co.uk w: www.tmc.co.uk

